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From the Producer’s Desk
Good things really do take time. We’re finally in the second edition of Concept World Magazine. I didn’t think it would get here, but alas, we’re finally here.
I’d like to thank you our awesome readers for supporting us in getting this far, I’d also like to
thank all the writers and the whole team that’s involved in the production of this magazine,
you guys do an awesome job and I appreciate it. Because this magazine spans three months,
I’ll try and cover what I can to push you guys for the next three months. Easter holiday is just
around the corner, this is usually a good break from work, school and the hustles of everyday
life. Take this time to tend to what matters most. In this case, I refer to family and friends.
Many times we are too caught up in our struggles that we do not really remember to spend
time with the people who matter the most. Easter will give you the splendid opportunity to
do just that. That being said, Mother’s day is also coming. We’ve got something small about
mother’s day in here, make sure you go over it and really appreciate your mother. Remember, you only get one Mom per lifetime, treat her well.
Finally I’d like to urge you to keep supporting us in the manner that you have always done
and we promise to give you nothing but the best!
See you in the next issue.
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WHY MODELS ARE JUSTIFIED
IN THEIR DECISION TO
REMAIN SINGLE
Show me a model who is ‘genuinely’ engaged smart; massively built and when he speaks,
and I will show you Satan. From taking part in he does so with so much authority and confiall those beauty pageants, participating in the dence like King Henry the 5th.His voice is a
modelling shows, being party animals at those pleasant rumble and his accent is neither Irish,
unsolicited parties, the list is endless. Yet you Swahili, nor Dholuo-English; but an attractive
still expect these brothers and sisters of mine blend of all the three. He is not exactly handto be in some serious sorts of union? Finding some, at least not by my standards, but I find
his face interesting. In very
a model who is seriously
Show me a model who is
simple terms, he really has
committed to his or her
‘genuinely’
engaged
and
what women want, or so I
relationship, to me, sounds
more of an oxymoron, than I will show you Satan think. Going by his story;
back then, he was reserved,
a thing of reality. Come to
church-going and shy almost to a fault. Now,
think of it, how is that guy or lady ever gohe is buoyant, wild and unchained. I really
ing to remain committed and faithful to his
or her partner at home when they are always don’t know what happened to him ever since
busy humping each other together behind the he joined Modeling.
scenes whenever they attend those modeling But again, many have said that a man who
gets engaged to a model or celebrity and a
seminars!
farmer who grows his crops by the roadside
A colleague of mine, let’s call him Brian,
shared with me his experience as a Mr. Cam- have similar problems, an opinion I consent
pus guru, thanks to his glamour and elegant with great passion. You see, it is very difficult
to find a model who stamps his or her foot and
swagger. There is something I noted about
says: “No matter what comes along the way,
him, not to judge or anything; but going by
the numerous encounters he shared with me I’ll always be loyal and faithful to my partabout himself, the guy sleeps with anything in ner.” No! Not even in the after-life.
skirt that comes along his way. For this I can- Haunted by the fear of commitments, most
not really point a finger at him, I mean, that female models and artistes resolve to seeking
ladies like him is not really his fault. Neither refuge in Single hood hoping that eventually
they are going to settle for a fellow model or
do I have anything against him. The guy is
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rather someone who is not likely to get mad at excuse herself nonchalantly that; “If you leave
her much less for flimsy reasons like her not a cat starving and carelessly place the baby’s
arriving home before the 7 O’clock news.
milk where the cat can reach, then you’ll have
And as for the woman, she might not have
yourself to blame when it’s your baby’s turn
spoilt brats for kids or a cheating drunken
to starve.”
man who masquerades as a husband – but
So peeps, when you meet a model who claims
that does not make her single. She gets flirty how much he or she loves their partner, just
texts and ‘booty’ calls from that ‘starved’
know that ‘umecheswa’ the idea of him or her
fellow colleague at 10 P.M. And this is where being faithful is just that, an idea.
she goes wrong; she just doesn’t seem to get You might be familiar with the story of David.
it right. Just send her that text and bam! She He tasted forbidden pleasure and things did
will jump into any available taxi and zoom
not work out that well for him. Solomon too.
away into the guy’s crib. No attachments. No For those who love movies, do you remememotions. Nothing. Just sex. This sex could be ber Jack and Rose of the Titanic? Because of
so good that some time later even after being some stupid love, Poor Jack is now resting in
engaged, she would still stray towards the guy peace. And King Mswati of Swazi apparently
for rematches. You can’t just get enough of cannot just get enough of Virgin girls. I am
this guy; He makes you yank your expensive not saying that our lovely models will follow
weave and leaves you hoarse and sore. God! in the same course, no! What I am trying to
Not that her current boyfriend scores D’s in say is that they Author:
the bedroom, no! It’s just a habit she is fond should hold their Ivance Omondi
@ivancethewriter
of. Suppose you consult her about it, she will horses.
A Picture the Gallery Forgot to Showcase

It’s a touch I thought of,
But now I see it as a screen,
A fondle of moving pictures,
A thorn of cactus plantation,
That pricks my heart to its unsurviving level,
Too many stories I thought would be read,
Now they are orally a tradition,
How tales of love became a misery,
How puzzles of our feelings became a mystery,
Untackled,
I really don’t know,
Had I been a friend to the wind,
I’d change the direction of our sail,
Had I been a cousin,
So distant,
To the piano,
Then I’d change the tune,
I’d bring new a melody,
I’d send home the lyrics,
For us to dance along,
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Had I been a sister to your shoulders,
(Identical twin),
I’d embrace you daily,
I’d spend my whole time there,
Had I been a lover to your lips,
I’d pitch my tent there,
To watch their speed,
How fast-moving they are,
Feeling as well their reaction,
To sleep along their dreams,
It’s a picture I keep on drawing,
Frame it on the walls,
Someday it’ll turn out,
Exactly as we wanted it to be.
#TheGiftedPen

Some Modelling Tips
Modelling is an art that is learned over time
and can be a fun form of humiliation, subject
to your mastery of the do’s and don’ts:

1. Don’t Smile.

makes a virtue out of individualism. Individualism comes from authenticity, not flashiness. Fashion is what you might be wearing
on a daily basis but just rehearsed in a different and stylish way. A noble modelling agency aims to elevate ordinary clothing: basic
jeans, T-shirts, blazers, sweat pants etc.

A blank expression is a perennial trait of a
model. Period! Well, you can smile at the
end when the designer pops up to present
you with that trophy, but during the show, the 5. Choice of Modelling Agency.
smile is a no-no.
Your choice of a modelling agency can be
very critical in your modeling career. A com2. Confidence and Composure.
petent agency wants to see a natural face,
A model in a fashion show has not personally not someone that is playing dress up. Bottom
chosen the clothing, in a sense, their compo- line, however, is that if you fit the requiresure stands in for that of the designer. In that ments, it’s very likely that you’ll be noticed.
case, they have to look unworried, unshakHowever, a model should bear in mind that
able and able to move smoothly and exert
clients are generally more impressed by
fine control over hands and facial muscles
someone who has a take it-or-leave it attitude
because they, on the designer’s behalf, are
than someone who seems desperate to get the
pulling off a confidence trick.
job.
All the best in your Modeling journey.
3. Flexibility
As we have already seen, having a steely
composure focuses attention on the clothes.
More to that, the model has to posses subtle
A model in a fashion show has
know-how about navigating the murky wanot personally chosen the clothters of walking down the runway. An imporing, in a sense, their composure
tant tip is to always put one foot directly in
stands in for that of the designer.
front of the other, eyes firmly rooted to the
audience. Walking in that way (especially
when wearing heels) exaggerates the sway of
your hips as you walk, always hope you don’t Author:
trip over.
Ivance Omondi

“

@ivancethewriter

4. Ordinariness
Putting together words like ordinariness and
fashion feels like an oxymoron but in reality, that’s what fashion is all about. Fashion
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Miss Ami

Going Luminous This Fall
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If there is a color that gets a bad rep, it’s Orange.
Orange is bright, obnoxious, always pretty much
the opposite of fashionable favorites like black,
grey and more black.
Many people find that orange is a really hard color
to pull off and usually isn’t the color that we reach
for first when we open our closet. Surprisingly, if
you follow some good tips on wearing luminous
colors it can be very flattering for most skin tones
since it instantly adds a natural glow to your skin.
However, there is a certain style power behind it
all; like, never wear it with black.
I believe that from Zara, Topshop, Mr Price, Deacon, Store 66 to all the local Stores, warm orange
and other luminous outfits have been added to
their collection this fall. My advice is that when
adding any new color into your wardrobe, start off
slow. Not everyone is going to do flips of excitement at the idea of wearing orange.
Maybe you could start with an orange or luminous chiffon outfit. I love the sheer and languid
element that chiffon silhouettes offer. After a long
week of wearing heavy suits or official outfits, the
If
there is brings
a colorwith
that itgets
a bad
rep, it’s
Or- as
added
weekend
lovely
chiffon
clothing
a to their collection this fall. My advice
ange.
is bright,
always
is that when adding any new color into your
softerOrange
alternative
to the obnoxious,
denim.
pretty much the opposite of fashionable fawardrobe, start off slow. Not everyone is
vorites
likevibrant
black, and
greydaring,
and more
going to do flips of excitement at the idea of
It may be
but black.
luminous colors
wearing orange.
are making their way off the runway and into your
Many people find that orange is a really hard
closet.
color to pull off and usually isn’t the color that Maybe you could start with an orange or
we reach for first when we open our closet.
luminous chiffon outfit. I love the sheer and
Surprisingly, if you follow some good tips on languid element that chiffon silhouettes ofwearing luminous colors it can be very flatter- fer. After a long week of wearing heavy suits
ing for most skin tones since it instantly adds or official outfits, the weekend brings with it
a natural glow to your skin. However, there is lovely chiffon clothing as a softer alternative
a certain style power behind it all; like, never to the denim.
wear it with black.
It may be vibrant and daring, but luminous
I believe that from Zara, Topshop, Mr Price, colors are making their way off the runway
Deacon, Store 66 to all the local Stores, warm and into your closet.
orange and other luminous outfits have been
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Author:
Miss Ami
High Fashion Model,
Judge and Blogger.
www.miss-ami.com
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Tinah Almah
House of Designs
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Tinah Almah House of Designs.
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Instagram:
TinahAlmah

MOTHERS’ DAY ESSENCE
Mother’s Day is a celebration mother figures in life are sym- kids as they grow older and
of the bond of love and afbolised in many ways.
responsible human beings.
fection between a mother and Mother’s Day is celebrated all Showering cards, flowers,
a child and it celebrates the
over the world through vari- chocolates, and other gifts are
spirit of motherhood.
ous occasions and presenting surely enjoyed by women,
Bringing up a child through gifts to mothers and mother who are mothers or mother
giving birth, and helping him figures. It’s more about cards, figures as regarded by many,
or her growing up into an
flowers, jewelleries and visit- but they would be even hapadult is considered to be the ing restaurants or gifting va- pier to be loved, cared and
essence of motherhood. It is cations. Although gifting our respected for their selfless
a challenge
mothers as a efforts as well.
The Day; It is usually note of thanks If we look deep into the conin itself, as
the second Sunday that for their unshe has to go
cept of Mother’s Day, we will
through count- comes in the month of doubtedly
realise like many others that
May
less hardships
devoted love is each and every day ought to
in the process.
quite apprecia- be a Mother’s Day. They are
Mother’s Day is an occasion ble, there are critics who opine relentlessly performing their
where the child and society
that this has now resulted in a duty towards ensuring and
remembers and acknowledg- commercialisation of the occa- working towards the well
es the essence and the effort sion and the real essence of it being of their children day-in
that goes into giving birth
is somewhere getting subdued and day-out, without fail, and
and rearing a new life. This is and lost. Commemorating The without break. So we as chila special day for children as Mother’s Day is more about dren need to be more sensitive
well as the mothers and they expressing our gratitude than and grateful for this fact and
get an opportunity to relish the piling on material gifts.
thank them every moment of
everlasting bond of love and It is very essential for the
our lives, for the sacrifice that
affection between them.
progress and preservation of they have been performing for
The Day; It is usually the sec- human society that we give
us.
ond Sunday that comes in the due respects to our mothers
month of May that Mother’s through fulfilling our duties
QUOTE:
Day is observed by countries towards them in reality and The most precious jewels
like America, Australia, Can- not build a facade out of
you’ll ever have around your
ada and other countries of the it. Mothers give birth and
neck are the arms of your
world, including Kenya.
rear their kids out of pure
children.
Our due appreciation and
love and affection and they
~Unknown
respect for our mothers and deserve the same from their
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TITLE: LOGAN
CAST: Hugh Jackman, Patrick Stewart, Dafne Keen
DIRECTOR: James Mangold
GENRE: Action (2 h 21 min)
RATINGS: 5.3
Set in 2029, the film begins at a time when mutants are on the verge
of extinction, Charles Xavier’s (Sir Patrick Stewart) school doesn’t
exist anymore and he along with Logan (Hugh Jackman) lead an
austere life hiding near the Mexican border getting embroiled in a
life and death situation. The film has a lot of gory scenes – there’s
plenty of bloodshed thanks to Logan’s notorious adamantium claws
– so be prepared. But what shines through the action is the number
of emotional moments between the lead characters, making it the
most moving film of the franchise so far.
GOOFS: This is the last film in which Hugh Jackman will play the wolverine.
TITLE: ROCKABYE
ARTISTS: Clean Bandit ft Sean Paul and Anne-Marie
RELEASE DATE: 21st October 2016
GENRE: Dancehall-Tropical House
LENGTH: 4 min 11 sec
PRODUCERS: Jack Patterson • Steve Mac • Mark Ralph
WRITERS: Jack Patterson • Steve Mac • Ammar Malik • Ina Wroldsen • Sean Paul Henriques
“Rockabye” is a song by British electronic group Clean Bandit, featuring Jamaican dancehall
singer Sean Paul and British singer Anne-Marie. It was released on 21 October 2016 and was
their first single since Neil Amin-Smith’s departure from the group. The song is about hardships of single mothers and alludes to the nursery rhyme, “Rock-a-bye Baby”.
The song became the UK Christmas number one for 2016 on 23 December 2016. It is the
first song in chart history to become Christmas number one after already being at the top of
the charts for six weeks. In total, the song spent 9 weeks at the summit of the UK Singles
Chart while also topping the charts in over 20 other countries.
BOOK REVIEW
WHISPERS OF HOPE
COMPILED AND WRITTEN BY: Christian Art Gifts, RSA (2013)
PUBLISHER: Tyndale House Publishers, Inc.,
Do you yearn for a more intimate relationship with God?
Do you long to strengthen your prayer life?
If you want to walk closer with the Lord you will find Whispers of Hope inspiring and encouraging. Stephan Joubert gives advice on real-life issues such as setting aside time for
prayer, finding contentment in a hurried world, managing a busy schedule, and showing
respect and kindness to others.
The 366 devotions in Whispers of Hope are sure to deepen your relationship with the Lord,
giving you the courage to face the challenges of each new day.
It’s not rather late to start reading it!
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The H

tspot for all your tech reviews and beyond.

For this inaugural edition, we will review versatile gadgets ranging from earphones, phones, car
stereos, tvs and more but for later editions we may be more specific and focus on comparisons and
performance in the real-world market of different pieces of technology
REMAX RM-610D EARPHONES
Music has become a great part of our modern day lifestyle, therefore, earphones fall at top 5 of most people’s
list of most important accessories.
To begin with, REMAX has a great packaging that is
heartwarming and gives you a feel for good quality gear.
Here are a few specs:
Unit size: 10mm (moving-coil speaker)
Working power: 100mw
The headset pin: 3.5mm(plating)
Wire length: 120cm
Compatible with: IOS and Android.
Retail Packaging:
1 x Audio Copper Head In-Ear Earphone (Cable Length: 1.2m)
1 x Silicone Ear tips
This piece gives a good balance of sound and great listening experience. Target price ranges between 800-1400ksh depending on the outlet.
ANDROID CAR STEREO
Technology keeps sweetening the deal with car travel,
making road trips even better and better.
New models come with support for front and rear cameras, bluetooth support and gsm mobile support. Let me lay
down the facts about this gadget:
•Unique UI (User interface) design. This makes it easier
for even the driver to control the stereo
•Quadcore cortex A9, 1.6GHz processor
•28nm low power process
•
7” full touch panel
•
Bluetooth, built in GPS and cd plater
•
RAM 2GB Max external memory upgrade 64 gb
•
Supports 3G wireless WIFI
So far only available online but are expected to make a strong market entry. Expected price range
15000-25000 ksh
MICROSOFT PHONES IN 2017: SURFACE PHONE COULD BE A GAME-CHANGER
You probably hadn’t come into this article expecting something about Microsoft, but a recent announcement has given it the chance to finally, finally, do something interesting with its phone strategy.
The computing giant recently revealed that it will support ARM chips, notably the new-gen Snapdragon 835 – officially revealed at CES 2017 – for emulating actual desktop apps.
This could finally make Continuum useful – imagine plugging your phone into a display and having
full-fat apps like Chrome and Photoshop at your disposal? Adding this kind of software power to a
phone is what makes the idea of a Surface Phone so intriguing, and I wouldn’t be at all surprised if
that was the device that gave us the ‘something different’ we’re looking for in 2017.
Written and Compiled by:
Emmanuel
Kiprono
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NATURAL
			HAIR
Many of us females mistake natural hair
because we mostly don’t clearly define it.
I think it’s important to first define it to
avoid misinterpretation. So, natural hair is
more about texture than colour or length.
This is hair that coils when wet.
Well, there’s a difference between transitioning and natural hair; that is, when
growing out of a relaxer, girl, you’re transitioning.
Many of us think that just having a shortfro is the only way to style natural hair but
truth is, there are quite a number of ways;
keep reading, I’ll get to that!
But why go natural? You may ask
First and foremost, with natural hair, there
is no need for going to the salon as long
as you have the hair products, a few DIYs
(Do It Yourself) at the comfort of your
home then you’re good to go! Can you imagine the amount of time and money you
will save? It won’t be the usual sit-in-thesalon all day.
Secondly, you must be tired of your hair
being pulled in the salon each time you
put a new hairstyle. How you don’t sleep
well that day because you are constantly

“You must be tired of
your hair being pulled
in the salon each time
you put a new
hairstyle

looking for a good position to put your
head or sometimes you even find it painful
to laugh!
Thirdly, you might be looking for a different look other than the normal straight
hair. Natural hair will not disappoint!
Lastly, just among the many reasons, is
that natural hair is healthier for you. It’s
not advisable to often heat your hair as
this weakens it. With natural hair, heating
is minimal or sometimes no heating hence
the hair is strengthened.
However, many people are afraid of going
natural because they’re unsure of the results but isn’t it good to try?
Take baby steps, then progress. The first
step is researching. The amount of information that you can draw from the internet
and from fellow females who are also on
this journey is overwhelming be it how to
style it from You Tube tutorials or what to
do through bloggers of natural hair.
Secondly, deep condition in order to have
your hair soft and easy to manage. This
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is where, when washing your hair, when
it is time to condition, you leave the
conditioner in your hair for about thirty minutes while wearing a satin cap or
any material that will make it get some
warmth. Afterwards you just wash off the
conditioner.
Thirdly, avoid heat as continuous heating
changes the curl definition of hair and it
does not grow back.
Last but not least, learn to do your own
hair! Be it styling or starting with a particular product then changing to see what
works for your hair, you just need learn to
do your own hair.
Okay, despite all these you need healthy
hair. So, how do you get this and maintain
it? Here a few tips:
Take into account that a healthy scalp is
equal to healthy hair so the foods that you
eat can help improve hair.
Lots of proteins would be of use since
hair is made up of proteins hence improves its bulk. Take plenty of green leafy
veggies and lots of water (2 litres a day)
for softness of the hair. Fatty acids are
essential for nutritional absorption at the
bottom of the hair strands. They’re mostly
from fruits like avocadoes and foods like
nuts and eggs. Vitamin D is essential for
hair growth and we are blessed to have it
for free so about 20 minutes of exposing
your hair to the sun is enough.
Other dietary tips are to avoid alcohol
and junk. These steps not only improve
our hair but also the general body health.
Non-dietary tips include deep conditioning at least once a week.
Protein treatment to make the hair strand
stronger hence minimal breakage. These
can be purchased from local supermarkets or even in your kitchen: find one that
works for you, then use that one. Protein

treatment can be done at least once in 2
months.
Another thing about natural hair is keeping
it clean. Darling, we all know natural hair
loves water so it can be cleaned as often as
you feel is necessary,
One more thing is styling. I’m offering to
direct you on one easy way below.
Onto wet hair, apply gel generously.
Whether its curl activator gel or styling
(preferred).
Divide your hair into sections (depending
on the size you want) then braid it into a
twist.
You can leave the twist hanging or tuck it
in spirally. When tucked in, you will come
up with a tiny result that looks like a popcorn. Repeat this to the whole hair.
Stay with these for as long as you can. You
can even do them at night and sleep with
them.
Untiwst the hair to the size of twists that
you want.
There you go! You can now play around
with these bantu knots to put your desired
hairstyles.
Always remember there is no single product for your hair hence try different ones
and see which works best for your hair
such as best curl definition.
Hey, you are not alone in this journey! You
can always find help when stuck.

“Lots of proteins would
be of use since hair is
made up of proteins
Author: Joy Vuyanzi
Instagram: @im_just_joy
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GOSSIP!

HE JUST DIDN’T WANT TO KEEP UP WITH
THE KARDASHIANS!
James Harden and Khloe Kardashian dated for eight
months before calling it quits, and now the NBA player is explaining his side of the story. In an interview
with Sports Illustrated, Harden revealed he didn’t like
the spotlight that came with dating Khloe.
“I feel like it was for no reason,” the Houston Rockets
player said of the media frenzy that came with dating
Khloe, although he didn’t say her name. “I wasn’t
getting anything out of it except my name out there
and my face out there, and I don’t need that. It wasn’t
uncomfortable, but it wasn’t me.”
Harden couldn’t understand why fans wanted to know
everything about him. “I don’t need pictures of myself
when I’m driving my car. Who cares? What shoes
am I wearing? Who cares? Where am I eating? Who
cares? It was unnecessary stuff that I think trickled
down to my teammates,” he continued. “I had to eliminate that.”
Khloe has since found happiness with Tristan Thompson, with whom she has admitted she loves. They recently took a romantic vacation to Jamaica, where she
and the Cleveland Cavaliers player hit local hotspots
and went zip-lining. Harden, on the other hand, has
been focusing on his basketball game.

THE OSCARS 2017: HOW TO GET AWAY
WITH AN OSCAR!
Viola Davis delivered an emotional, tearful speech
while accepting the Oscar for Best Supporting Actress for her role in Fences.
Davis honoured August Wilson, who wrote the play
Fences, saying he “exhumed and exalted the ordinary people,” whose stories she wants to share in her
work.
“The stories of the people who dream big and never
saw those dreams to fruition,” she said. “People who
fell in love and lost. I became an artist and thank
God I did because we are the only profession that
celebrates what it means to live a life.”
A forceful and popular actress, Davis is known for
playing strong women and for speaking out for better
roles for women and people of colour.
On television, she became the first black woman to
win a lead actress Emmy Award when she took home
the statuette in 2015 for playing a conflicted criminal
attorney in drama “How To Get Away With Murder.”

HILLARY/TRUMP HORROR MOVIE
American Horror Story boss Ryan Murphy tells E!
News that Donald Trump and Hilary Clinton will be
portrayed in the next instalment of the FX anthology
series, which began on the night of the 2016 presidential election.
KATY PERRY AND ORLANDO BLOOM ARE However, it’s not going to be focused on the two.
They are more of a springboard.
BACK TO BUSINESS AS USUAL.
“I think people literally think Sarah Paulson is playBreaking up may be hard to do, but Katy Perry and
ing Hillary Clinton,” Murphy tells E! News, “and I
Orlando Bloom are making it look quite easy.
wanted to clarify that that is not true. Horror Story
There’s no telling how the stars are truly feeling in
the aftermath of their split, but after almost a year of is always about allegory, so the election is allegory.
dating, the two have picked up where they left off in It’s our jumping off point. It is about the election we
just went through and what happened on that night
their individual lives
A day after the news broke, the Grammy nominee was and the fallout of that night, which to many people,
back to rehearsing choreography and promoting her from all sides of the camps is a horror story. And you
know that show is always so fun when it’s about the
newest album at the same time on social media.
zeitgeist and what we’re doing now.”
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Beyoncé shared a series of stunning new
pregnancy photos on
her website on Tuesday, February 28.
The 20-time Grammy winner, who
is already mom of
5-year-old daughter
Blue Ivy, shocked
fans when she announced on Instagram on February
1 that she is expecting two bundles of joy. “We would
Today we don’t feel like doing anything except
like to share our love and happiness,” she captioned
watching Bruno Mars’ new music video.
a picture of herself holding her belly. “We have been
After much anticipation, the Grammy winner released
blessed two times over. We are incredibly grateful that
the official music video for “That’s What I Like.”
our family will be growing by two, and we thank you
“Cool jewel be shining so bright / Strawberry chamfor your well wishes.”
pagne all night,” Bruno sings in the ridiculously
The pictures were taken the night the pop superstar,
catchy song. “Lucky for you, that’s what I like, that’s
35, and the “99 Problems” rapper, 47, attended the
what I like.”
Weinstein Company’s pre-Oscars party. At the annual
Loyal fans know the track from his critically-acdinner, which was held at the Montage in Beverclaimed album 24K Magic. At the same time, music
ly Hills on Saturday, February 25, Beyoncé looked
fans may remember the song from Bruno’s 2017
beautiful in a body-hugging teal Nicole Miller dress,
Grammys performance just last month.
which she accessorized with a statement necklace and
Recently, Bruno opened up about his new album that
matching bracelets by Coomi. She wore her honey
turned out to be his first since 2012. After months of
locks in loose waves.
dedication, the singer believed that he created some of
REMY MA DECLARES NICKI MINAJ ‘DEhis best work.
CEASED’ ON SCATHING NEW DISS TRACK
“As soon as you put this album on, you’re going to be
Well, it was only a matter of time before this haptaken for a ride,” “This album is the best album I’ve
pened.
ever done. Out of all three of them this is the one!”
A week after Remy Ma unleashed her scathing diss
track “shETHER,” the Bronx MC returns with
more heat and more shots fired at her arch nemesis, Nicki Minaj. On Thursday evening, Hot 97’s
Funkmaster Flex premiered “Another One,” which
calls out Nicki for failing to respond and references the Pink-Print rapper’s re “I guess now you
know who the head bitch is / I’m a savage, I be
killing dead bitches/ I bet you wish you ain’t never
said shit,” Remy furiously raps. “Now they so
busy shooting videos, I’m like nah/ Where the fuck
is your song? I mean come on.”
Whereas “shETHER” used Nas’s “Ether” as reference, “Another One” clearly echoes the flow that
Drake used to body Meek Mill on “Back to Back,”
his second and most successful Meek diss track.
As expected, the cover art for Remy’s new track
is anything but subtle. It features Nicki’s bloody
body laying in the street atop her Pink-Print Album, with the word “deceased” stamped over her.
You know, just in case the message wasn’t clear.
Will it be enough to get Nicki to respond? The
clock’s ticking...
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FROZEN YOGHURT
RECIPE

Homemade Frozen Yogurt – creamy, dreamy, and so easy to make!
Just 2 ingredients to homemade frozen yogurt!
And the BEST part is that you can customize the base for almost any flavour. Strawberry frozen
yogurt, chocolate frozen yogurt, peanut butter frozen yogurt, mocha java chip frozen yogurt, cake
batter frozen yogurt… You might already have the ingredients needed to make this homemade frozen yogurt right now.
Yes, right now!
I’m melting!
Oh what a world, what a world…
Homemade Frozen Yogurt Recipe
Yield: 3 cups
Ingredients
•
3 cups plain, vanilla, or flavoured yogurt of choice.
•
Sweetener to taste, such as stevia or agave or sugar (amount will depend on your yogurt and
whether you want tart or sweet froyo. Remember: the finished product will be less sweet, so make it
just a little too sweet before freezing).
•
1 tsp pure vanilla extract, unless using vanilla yogurt.
Instructions
•
Stir all ingredients together. If you have an ice cream maker, pour the mix into the machine
and process according to your machine’s directions.
•
To make it swirly, pour the finished mixture into a piping bag, set it in the freezer for about 20
minutes to firm up even more, and then squeeze it out. You can simply scoop it out of the machine
with a spoon if you’d prefer, and you can put the finished mixture in the freezer for 30-40 minutes if
you want a firmer result.
•
Homemade ice cream is best served the day it’s made, but it still tastes delicious for up to a
month in the freezer (in an airtight plastic container). If you freeze for more than a day, you’ll probably end up with a frozen block, so just be sure to thaw the ice cream for 15-20 minutes prior to
serving. There you go: how to make frozen yogurt!
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YUMMY MEATBALLS

•
•
•

Prep Time 15 MIN
Total Time 40 MIN
Servings 4

Here’s your go-to, foolproof, basic meatball recipe you’ll never want to be without.
Ingredients
1 lb lean (at least 80%) ground beef
½ cup Progresso Italian-style bread crumbs
¼ cup milk
½ teaspoon salt
½ teaspoon Worcestershire sauce
¼ teaspoon pepper
1 small onion, finely chopped (1/4 cup)
1 egg
Directions
1 Heat oven to 400°F. Line 13x9-inch pan with foil; spray with cooking spray.
2 In large bowl, mix all ingredients. Shape mixture into 20 to 24 (1 1/2-inch) meatballs. Place 1
inch apart in pan.
3 Bake uncovered 18 to 22 minutes or until no longer pink in center.
Expert Tips+
•
Turkey or chicken meat-balls: Substitute 1 pound lean ground turkey or chicken for the
ground beef. (If using ground chicken, decrease milk to 2 tablespoons). Bake until no longer
pink in the center and thermometer inserted in center reads 165˚F.
•
For evenly-sized meatballs that will cook in the same amount of time, pat meat mixture
into a 6x4-inch square. Cut into 24 squares. Roll each square into a ball.
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